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Free Giveaway... 
Selling More, Really is ALL in the Mind. 

We are not logical: Our buying decisions are PSYCHO-
logical! Your customers are not rational, and their 
buying decisions are 9/10ths subconscious and 
emotional!  

I can't wait to see what happens to my 'open' rate. 

So my free gifts to you this month, are top insights to 
help you make better products and services. Plus 
numerous ideas from neuromarketing, for a sales 
bonanza this year. 

I've been reading 'Brainfluence' by Roger Dooley and it 
is a fascinating book. It is full of marketing lessons 
drawn from psychological studies and neuroscience, to 
help you overhaul your marketing messages and boost 
your sales. Just this week, a client told me how he 
plans to put one concept to work in his latest direct mail 
campaign: adding the face of a pretty woman boosts 
response rate. I am also experimenting with that, in this 
email. I wonder if that will affect my open rate too.  
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 PBC In the News 

Check out the article about me and my coaching in 
The Patriot Ledger - "South Shore Insider."   

Photo taken by Gary Higgins | The Patriot Ledger 

SOUTH SHORE INSIDER: Bernhard C. Heine 

Marshfield resident Bernhard Heine 
started his business coaching business, 
Professional Business Coaches Inc., 
after deciding that "coaching embodied 
all things that are my strengths and also 
my passions." 

Attract More Qualified Leads - 
Improve Marketing Skills 

It's not just the price either! Perceived unfairness in a purchase can cause pain too. You need to 
review your whole marketing offers from the point of view of your target customer and eliminate 
the pain points. 

If your prices are higher than your competitors' prices, it is vital that you explain to your customers 
exactly how you give them better value. 

'Priming' can give you a competitive advantage. Giving people subtle psychological leads, can 
guide their buying decisions your way. For example, images of cash money increases self-
centered behavior, and telegraphing big numbers in a negotiation can ease the acceptance of a 
relatively higher bid. 

Need a Guest Speaker for 
your next meeting? 

See my website for a list of 
my seminars and past 

videos 

Insights From Neuroscience  
Can Improve Our Marketing   

Top Neuromarketing Appetizers. 

Spending money can be painful. Brain scans of people 
buying experimental stuff with experimental money, 
shows physical pain centers being activated by 
perceptions of poor value items. Price is a big part of 
this of course, but perception is even bigger. 

Bundling lots of product features under one big price 
tag is a good way to prevent customers 'flinching'. Car 
option packages are a good example of this. They 
avoid lots of separate 'pain points' for the leather seats, 
the 'infotainment', the electric windows, etc. 

http://www.patriotledger.com/article/20150107/NEWS/150107561?Start=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OJOueptD3wM&index=4&list=PLjoMpWtFs5lLuFpP9tqwXYM4kWVqp5E3X
http://visitor.r20.constantcontact.com/email.jsp?m=1104106720577
http://www.theprofessionalbusinesscoaches.com/events


It's not just the price either! Perceived unfairness in a purchase can cause pain too. You need to 
review your whole marketing offers from the point of view of your target customer and eliminate 
the pain points. 

If your prices are higher than your competitors' prices, it is vital that you explain to your customers 
exactly how you give them better value. 

'Priming' can give you a competitive advantage. Giving people subtle psychological leads, can 
guide their buying decisions your way. For example, images of cash money increases self-
centered behavior, and telegraphing big numbers in a negotiation can ease the acceptance of a 
relatively higher bid. 

How's this for an intriguing bit of psychology? Prof. Dan Ariely at 
Duke University, primed subjects with random numbers - the last 
2 digits of their own social security numbers - . He then asked 
each of them how much they would pay for a wifi keyboard. The 
higher the priming number, the more they were  
willing to pay!  

Are your prices 'anchored' or flexible? How much do you know 
about your customer's price expectations when they browse 
your wares? 

Get in Touch With Customer's of Good Taste. 
There is a superfast hyperlink between our 5 senses - vision, hearing, touch, taste, and smell - 
and the buying/decision-making areas of our brains. When you build in sensory features to your 
products and promotions, you are appealing directly to the subconscious emotions and memories 
of your customers. 

The more senses you can engage within your marketing efforts, the better will be your 
sales.  Martin Lindstrom proves this point over and over again in his books 'Buyology' and 'Brand 
Sense'. So when it comes to...  

• ...VISION:  Do you have consistent and
appealing packaging, logos, promotions, use of
color, and appropriate fonts? You all know the
power of the word 'FREE' but is it better to say
free, free or free? Depends on what you're
selling. The pen is mightier than the sword and
copywriting is an art form.

• ...HEARING: Are your product sounds and ad
music doing you anyfavors at all? Mood music
can create bad moods too.

• ...TOUCH: How do your customers feel about
your product's skin and shape? Do your
marketing materials and environmental

Video: Our daily behavior is 
irrational.  We are influenced 
by all kinds of invisible forces. 

http://www.martinlindstrom.com/about/
http://www.amazon.com/Buyology-Truth-Lies-About-Why/dp/0385523890
http://www.amazon.com/BRAND-sense-Martin-Lindstrom/dp/0743267842/
http://www.amazon.com/BRAND-sense-Martin-Lindstrom/dp/0743267842/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9X68dm92HVI&feature=youtu.be&list=FLceWwBleeKkf-BpxQBW2N3Q


surfaces keep you in touch with customers? 
Hard chairs during negotiations make for hard 
bargains. 

• ...TASTE: Does your marketing taste good? Can
you make connections by using edible favors?
Hot coffee is so much better than a cold
beverage by conveying a warm and
comfortable feeling!

...SMELL: How does your 'store' environment
smell? Does your product aroma trigger good
memories or does it get up the nose of
customers?

As consumers, we all have split personalities, the 'want' side and the 'should' side. As in we want 
the side order of fries. But we also know we should take the fresh vegetable salad. Are your 
products want or should? Impulse buys (wants) or later consumption items (should)? 

A Carnegie Mellon survey of 13,000 consumers allocated them to one of three groups according 
to their willingness to part with cash. 24% of your customers are 'tightwads'. 15% are 
'spendthrifts', while the majority are 'unconflicted'. There are things you can do to make your 
marketing reach even the "tightwads". 

I am recommending to all my clients that they get into neuromarketing. Roger Dooley's 
'Brainfluence' is a good starting point. Wealth and job creation is only possible when you stay 
ahead of the competition. The lessons of neuroscience and the Internet together are redefining 
marketing as we have known it. Don't get left behind. 

Call PBC for a free consultation on your business issues. 

Connect with us on social media and be part of the dialog. 

Professional Business Coaches, Inc. 
(781) 319-9820 
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